Saratoga AssorbiUmido
Saratoga AssorbiUmido is a dehumidifying system that begins working when humidity level exceeds the standard values (between 40 and 60%).
Thanks to its highly hygroscopic salts, it absorbs the exceeding moisture and transfers it, in the form of liquid, into the specific collection tray. It
removes all the unpleasant effects caused by moisture, thus ensuring optimal environmental levels.
APPLICATION FIELDS
Saratoga AssorbiUmido can be placed everywhere: at home (wardrobes, pantries, bathrooms, kitchens, basements, cellars, garages, attics and
bookstores), on boats, on caravans, on campers, in offices and labs.
APPLICATION
Once activated, Saratoga AssorbiUmido starts its long-lasting action (it can absorb one liter of water and it can last more than 30 days), which will
end after all salts are completely melted. After emptying the drip pan from water, it is possible to restock the perforated loading tray with new salts
up to complete level in order to keep a high efficiency of absorbency. Otherwise, once all salts are melted, the drip tray can be easily reused without
any waste, thanks to the refill bags, Saratoga AssorbiUmido Ricarica.
Saratoga Assorbiumido:
•

Remove the lid and the perforated loading tray from the collection tray and take out the bag of salts.

•

Reset the self-placing perforated loading tray in the collection tray.

•

Cut a corner of the salt bag and pour all the contents uniformly into the perforated loading tray.

•

Close the lid and place the dehumidifier in the desired room.

Saratoga AssorbiUmido Ricarica:
•

Remove the lid and the perforated loading tray from the main compartment of the dehumidifier.

•

Pour the water contained in the collection tray into the toilet.

•

Reset the self-placing perforated loading tray in the drip pan.

•

Pour the refill bag’s contents uniformly into the perforated loading tray.

•

Close the lid and place the dehumidifier in the desired room.

Under certain environmental conditions, salt crystals can form a surface crust. In order to ensure the product is fully efficienty, it is advisable to break the
crystals’ crust and move the salts, avoiding any direct contact with the skin. Do not leave the salt bag opened: contents should be used all at once.

SPECIFIC DATA
Raw material
Appearance
Color
Ideal performance

Calcium chloride
Crystal flakes
White
A 450g bag for each
room

STORAGE AND SHELF LIFE
Keep in a cold and dry place in unopened original packaging.

CAUTIONS
Keep out of the reach of children.
Consult Material Safety Data Sheet for full list of hazards and the directions on the product label itself.
For further information, please visit our site www.saratoga.it

Product description

Pack size

Product code

Box quantity

EAN code

Odourless bowl

g 450

93.600.001

12

8 005860 936003

Mix Bowl (6 colors x2)

g 450
g 450

93.600.013
93.611.001

12
2

8 005860 895904
8 005860 936102

Bowl Lavender scent

g 450

93.700.001

6

8 005860 999565

Bowl Pine scent

g 450

93.700.002

6

Bowl Flowers scent

g 450

93.700.003

6

Box with bowl + 6 Refill

8 005860 999572
8 005860 999589

Bowl Vanille scent

g 450

93.700.004

6

Bowl Green Apple scent

g 450

93.700.005

6

Bowl Fruits

g 450

93.700.006

6

Mix Bowl (6 scents x2)

g 450

93.600.012

12

Odourless Refill

g 450

93.601.001

24

Refill 3x2

g 450 x3

93.612.001

12

Refill Lavander scent

g 450

93.609.001

12

Refill Pine scent

g 450

93.609.002

12

Refill Flowers scent

g 450

93.609.003

12

Refill Vanille scent

g 450

93.609.004

12

Refill Green Apple scent

g 450

93.609.005

12

Refill Fruits scent
Odourless Refill 3x2 in pall
box
Refill 3x2 24+24 thermo 3
bags Pine + Lavander

g 450

93.609.006

12

48 thermo

93.613.001

1

48 thermo

93.616.001

1

Odourless Bowl in pall box

60 bowls

93.603.001

1

Refill 6 + 1 bowl in pall box

20 cases

93.610.001

1

Mix Bowl in pall box

36 cases

93.701.001

1

8 005860 999596
8 005860 999602
8 005860 999619
8 005860 936010
8 005860 890053
8 005860 936096
8 005860 996526
8 005860 996533
8 005860 999626
8 005860 999633
8 005860 999640
-

02/24/2020 1st Rev. - The technical data contained herein is based on our present knowledge and experience and we cannot be held liable for any errors, inaccuracies, omissions or editorial failings . All the information
herein do not involve the assumption of responsibility in case of damages. Before using the product, the user should carry out any necessary test in order to ensure that the product is suitable for the intended
application. All users should contact the seller or the manufacturer of the product for additional technical information concerning its use if they think that the information in their possession needs to be clarified in any
way, for specific features, please contact Saratoga Int Sforza spa. Our specialists are at your disposal for further information.

